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Abstract 

This working paper reports on a study of new media adopters’ perceptions of—and 

reactions to—the shift from push broadcasting and headlines to the pull dynamics of 

online search. From a series of focus groups with adults from around the United States, 

the researchers document three dominant themes: First, most feel empowered and 

enthusiastic, not overloaded. Second, evolving forms of social networking represent a 

new manifestation of the two-step flow of communication. Third, although critical of 

partisan “yellers” in the media, individuals do not report cocooning with the like-

minded—nor avoiding the voices of those with whom they disagree. The three co-authors 

also find that skills in using digital media do matter when it comes to people’s attitudes 

and uses of the new opportunities afforded by them. 
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Taming the Information Tide 

Americans’ Thoughts on Information Overload, Polarization and Social Media 

 

In the last few decades Americans have integrated cable television, the Internet, smart 

phones, blogging and online social networking into their lives, engaging a much more diverse, 

interactive, always-on media environment.  As was the case with most previous developments in 

media technology, a few proponents have trumpeted the virtues of these devices (Negroponte, 

1995) but most academics and authors in the popular media are moved to warn of dire, dystopic 

consequences (Wartella & Reeves, 1985).   There are concerns about sensory overload 

(Beaudoin, 2008; Berghel, 1997; Davidson, 1992), media addiction (Byun, et al., 2009; Young, 

1998) a decomposition of social skills (Bauerlein, 2008; Richtel, 2010),  loss of the capacity for 

sustained concentration (Carr, 2008), political polarization(Sunstein, 2001), social fragmentation 

(Turow, 1997),  and possible further declines in the vitality of the public sphere (Neuman, 

Bimber, & Hindman, 2011). Most of the experts appear to be convinced that the typical new 

media consumer is overwhelmed.  We set out to explore whether the typical new media 

consumer indeed feels that way. 

An Overwhelmed Public?  

The subtitle of Todd Gitlin’s Media Unlimited (2002) captures the spirit of the published 

literature on the new media environment particularly well – “How the Torrent of Images and 

Sounds Overwhelms our Lives.”  The words “overwhelmed” and “overloaded” are frequently in 

evidence.   Gitlin goes on to warn: “it is clear that the media flow into the home—not to mention 

outside—has swelled into a torrent of immense force and constancy, an accompaniment to life 

that has become a central experience of life (17).”  To him, it is not just a quantitative trend of 
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more media in more contexts but a fundamental and disturbing qualitative shift in the character 

of public culture. 

Cass Sunstein’s Republic.com warns about a different danger of the new media 

environment (2001).  While Gitlin focuses on how people are overwhelmed by new media, 

Sunstein argues that the increased personalization of media and consequential fragmentation and 

polarization of the audience will create a less democratic American society. He is concerned 

about a situation in which the country’s citizens have little in common because of the decrease in 

general interest intermediaries like broadcast nightly news and daily newspapers that give people 

some common ground of understanding (Anderson, 1983).  The fear of the consequences of 

audience fragmentation dates further back than the twenty-first century.  A 1993 review 

examined the fragmentation being caused by cable television’s many channels and speculated 

about whether we might “all go quietly mad” (Zoglin & Tynan, 1993).   

In addition to fears of a splintered American culture, fears of a distracted and robotic 

society also seem to be rising.  The New York Times recently published an article about a family 

of technology users framed as if they were addicts unable to live without their cell phones and 

computers (Richtel, 2010).  The accompanying photo of the family sitting at the breakfast table 

independently looking at their respective iPads takes the idea of disengaged communities and 

neighbors à la bowling alone down to the most intimate of societal units: the family (Putnam, 

2000).  More recent systematic experimental studies do indeed indicate that chronic multitasking 

is not without serious negative consequence (Ophir, Nass, & Wagner, 2009). 

It is interesting to note that the seminal media-effects research following the World War 

II in search of an atomized and passive audience member propagandized by magic bullets of 

media content found instead an active audience that discussed and interpreted current events and 
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fashion in a two-step or multi-step flow (Katz & Lazarsfeld, 1955; Levy & Windahl, 1985; 

Livingstone, 2006).  It is commonplace now in the communication research literature to 

acknowledge that audiences actively construct meaning, interpret and filter complex media 

flows; a perspective sometimes identified as the constructionist in media effects research 

(Gamson, 1988; Swanson, 1981) .  The research tradition has been championed notably by Doris 

Graber whose classic work Processing the News: How People Tame the Information Tide (1988) 

inspires our own title.  

Concerns about the quality of the public sphere and popular culture, of course, are not a 

recent development.   Gitlin acknowledges that people were condemning media for causing 

information overload over a century ago, when sensationalistic yellow press articles distracted 

the populace like modern tabloids, “not to mention the neon, the flamboyant designs and banner 

headlines” (69) of the late 19th century.  We suspect, however, then as now, the public itself 

might have a different view.   

To explore these questions, we conducted focus group interviews with Americans from 

across the country. In the next section, we explain our rationale for this methodology, describe 

how we conducted the sessions and give some details about our participants. Then we proceed 

with describing the themes that emerged from the conversations including frustrations with 

sensationalist television, enthusiasm about online social networking and an interest in being 

informed about different sides of an issue.  We also discuss how people’s Internet skills may 

influence the way people perceive the information environment. We conclude by reflecting on 

why it may be that people are not overwhelmed by the new media environment and what 

research in this domain should focus on in the future. 
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Data and Methods 

Our method of choice is the focus group (Gamson, 1992; Lunt & Livingstone, 1996; 

Merton, Fiske, & Kendall, 1990; Stewart, Shamdasani, & Rook, 2006).  The informality of the 

interchange among participants, and between participants and the moderator helps to reveal the 

nature of people’s perceptions and interpretations.  The sessions are typically videotaped and 

transcribed (as was true in our case) to permit a careful review of the spontaneous language 

individuals use to describe their reactions and behaviors.  Rather than responding by selecting 

from among a limited set of questionnaire item options, the natural language of the discussion 

permits the identification of ambivalence or ambiguity or, at times, emphatic responses among 

participants.  Focus group research is particularly useful in identifying unanticipated responses to 

the subject matter at hand and in sharpening hypotheses for more systematic experimental and 

survey research down the road. 

Focus groups, however, are not designed to derive representative samples and project 

quantitative parameters to larger populations.  Although the demographic characteristics of a 

participant may be indicated in the research report illustratively, the typically smaller focus 

group samples are not appropriate for assessing differences in attitudes or behaviors by 

demographic categories.  Because of the relatively public character of group participation, focus 

groups are not ideal for inquiring about socially sensitive or potentially embarrassing domains of 

human activity.  So, for example, a study of the use of pornographic Web content or illegal 

online gambling might be better suited for one-on-one in-depth interviews.  But, given our 

interest in strategies for finding news, entertainment and gossip in public media and social 

networks, the focus group technique was particularly promising. 
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Data collection 

We conducted seven focus groups with 9 to 12 participants each over a period of three 

days in October, 2009, at CBS Television City, a state-of-the-art focus group research facility in 

Las Vegas.  The location was chosen because of its ability to draw together a diverse group of 

participants from across the country.  The core questions we posed to focus group participants 

were:  

(a) How do you keep up with what’s going on in the world? 

(b) How do you feel about the amount of information out there?   

The sessions started with each participant filling out a short questionnaire that asked 

about the person’s basic demographic information as well as some systematic information about 

people’s Internet uses and skills, news media consumption and political knowledge.  We began 

the focus groups with the moderator asking everyone present to comment on how they keep up 

with what is going on in the world, and what their strategy is for dealing with the information.  

The moderator collected answers from each respondent in a round robin for the first question, 

before letting the conversation flow from group interactions.     

We tried to get both practical information such as what resources people use for news 

consumption, and emotional information such as how people feel about the plethora of choice 

available to them, out of participants in all groups.  We guided the discussions by asking 

questions based on participants’ responses or asking the same question of various individuals.  

Occasionally, we jumpstarted a new topic by doing another round robin in which every 

participant answered a question.  Often, the moderator would pose a question to the group at 

large and wait for any participant to respond, such as “Are you guys much smarter than you used 

to be because of all this information coming to you?”  
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As is often the case with focus groups, the interactions among participants were often a 

factor in how conversations progressed.  Occasionally, one participant would ask a question 

directly to another participant instead of waiting for the moderator to bring up a topic, which 

indicated strong and genuine interest in that issue.  Sometimes, participants would express 

agreement about certain topics, such as the annoyances of online social media or the 

sensationalism of TV news, and they would nod their heads, join in laughter, or indicate 

agreement in a verbal way.  Other times, participants would disagree with each other and spark a 

debate.  The conversational nature of these focus groups meant that the themes that emerged 

from the topics discussed most heavily were a result of the participants’ interest in a subject and 

communication with one another, not of the forced direction of the moderator. 

Not surprisingly, events that were occurring at the time of our interviews influenced the 

conversations.  The study took place just as the Balloon Boy hoax had been revealed in mid-

October 2009.  A young boy from Colorado had been thought to be floating dangerously in a 

homemade air balloon made by his father, when really he had been hiding safely in his attic 

while the media and the police overreacted to the faux drama, his parents supposedly angling for 

their own reality TV show (2009).  Another topic still on people’s minds was Michael Jackson’s 

sudden death on June 25, 2009.  Both of these incidents were intensely covered by the national 

media.  Other topics in the news at the time included worries about the economy during the 

recovery from a recession, the continuing wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, debates about national 

healthcare plans, protests in Iran following its contentious elections, and the H1N1 virus, which 

was still spreading “swine flu” fears.      

The sessions lasted 58 minutes on average, yielding transcriptions totaling just under 

90,000 words.  We grouped the participants’ responses into clusters by common themes, and 
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identified the most representative quotes from each cluster.  We then tabulated responses to the 

questionnaire to find each participant’s relative Internet skill, Internet accessibility, interest in 

political matters and knowledge of current events items.  We use this information to give some 

general background about the people in the study and to offer some context about people whom 

we quote. 

The participants 

We had about equal representation of gender.  Table 1 provides further detail about the 

demographic make-up of participants.  Ages ranged from people in their twenties to over 60, 

with the majority under 40.  The group was relatively well-educated with almost half possessing 

a college degree and close to a fifth with a post-graduate degree in contrast to just over a quarter 

who had some college experience, but no degree and just a handful of people with only a high 

school degree.  The participants came from across the United States (see Figure 1 for a map of 

where they hailed from) with almost a third coming from the Northeast, a similar number from 

the South, just under a quarter from the Midwest, and the rest from the West.  Almost half of the 

participants lived in suburban areas, many others in urban areas, with just over ten percent from 

rural areas.   

<Table 1 about here> 

<Figure 1 about here> 

Most of the participants had regular access to the Internet at home, many had access at 

work, and the majority also had access at a friend or family member’s home.  Additionally, just 

over half had Internet on a mobile device such as a smart phone. As a point of comparison, 

research from the Pew Internet & American Life Project has found (Smith, 2010) that 40% of all 

Americans use the Internet, email, or instant message on their phones, and 47% have wireless 
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Internet connections on their laptops suggesting that focus group participants were slightly more 

wired than the average American.  Our research subjects were recruited in a retail corridor 

connected to the MGM Grand Hotel and offered financial compensation for participation in a 

one-hour interview, the common practice in commercial focus group research.  There may well 

be a personality profile that uniquely characterizes those who are drawn to Las Vegas, but the 

geographic and socioeconomic profiles of these travelers are impressively diverse. 

Information from the questionnaires that the participants filled out before the session 

suggests that participants were generally interested in local and national news—just under half 

(48%) said that they are “very interested” , while the majority of others (48%) were “fairly 

interested.”  Only a few people (4%) were “not very interested” and no one said they were “not 

at all interested” in local and national news.  The next highest category of interest concerned 

latest technology and gadgets, followed by finance and the economy.  Although it may be 

disheartening to note that more participants were “very interested” in entertainment and celebrity 

news than those “very interested” in “international news” (22% and 20% respectively), 

international news won out in the “fairly interested category”, indicating that participants were 

more interested in international news than entertainment news overall.  The majority of focus 

group participants seemed reasonably well-informed.  Most (70 out of 77) knew that Joe Biden 

was Vice President of the United States, although fewer knew that the House was controlled by 

the Democratic Party (63 out of 77) and over a quarter (22 out of 77) could not identify Moscow 

as the capital of Russia.  People’s knowledge of soft news was equal to or higher than these hard 

news topics—nearly all participants (75) had a general idea of who Jennifer Aniston is and that 

Brad Pitt was dating Angelina Jolie (67), although considerably fewer (30) knew where Michael 

Jackson’s last tour had been scheduled (London). 
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The type of media participants reported using most each day was TV, closely followed by 

visiting Web sites (this question excluded time spent on email and chat).  They also spent a 

significant amount of time each day checking their email or instant messaging, but did not report 

high use of newspapers or magazines.  Most participants seemed to report either high levels of 

Internet skill or low levels (based on people’s understanding of various Internet-related terms 

[Hargittai, 2009]), with fewer people reporting skill levels in between.  We discuss the 

implications of participants’ reported Internet skill levels below.   

Results 

Although there were members of each focus group who mentioned some unease with 

aspects of the new media environment and a few even felt overwhelmed, the overall tone of the 

discussions was largely positive and enthusiastic.  Instead of feeling burdened by choice, many 

participants enjoyed the freedom it brought, especially the range of information available online.  

Respondents of all age ranges used a wide variety of technologies, and many of them owned 

smart phones and relished the accompanying mobility.  The identifiably negative responses to 

the new media environment took three forms: 1) frustration with the sensationalistic and partisan 

pronouncements increasingly found on some cable news channels; 2) annoyance at the 

distracting trivialities associated with social network sites such as Twitter and Facebook; and 3) a 

general sense that with the diversity of professional and non-professional voices online, it is hard 

to know whom to trust.  Below, we first present the relatively few instances of people reporting 

information overload and then discuss the more representative sentiments and attitudes that 

emerged from our conversations. The latter includes people’s emotional responses to 

sensationalistic TV news and content spread on social network sites, their thoughts about the 
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Internet as a news source in general and biased news reporting in particular, as well as how they 

think about search engines.    

”Overwhelmed and under-informed” 

A public affairs analyst in her fifties from the suburban West expressed the kind of 

sentiments Gitlin would find unsurprising:  

“There are way too many sources. I feel sometimes just stressed out like Robin 

Williams in the movie Moscow on the Hudson. He has to go pick up a can of coffee at 

the supermarket and he hyperventilates because there are so many choices. That’s how I 

feel with all these sources of information.”   

Another participant in this group, a woman in her forties with a post-graduate degree who works 

in safety and environmental compliance in the suburban Midwest nodded when asked if she felt 

overwhelmed.   

Three people from another group specifically stated that they felt “overwhelmed.”  A 

preschool teacher in his thirties from the urban Northeast used the word “overload,” a term that 

has appeared in many of the articles criticizing the new media environment (e.g., Berghel, 1997; 

Gitlin, 2002). This participant also referenced the phrase “too much stimulus.”  A field project 

coordinator in his fifties from the suburban South felt “overwhelmed and amazed that there’s that 

much out there, and kind of feeling, you know, under-informed.”  He dealt with these feelings by 

trying “to avoid news as often as possible.”  There were four people in the remaining group who 

expressed sentiments about feeling overwhelmed by the media.  Two female college students 

noted that their overload came from not knowing which sources of information are accurate—the 

first said she felt “overwhelmed” and, after hearing about research on the limitless amounts of 

information entering the American home today, went on to explain her sentiments as follows:  
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“[I am] not really sure where to turn for the most accurate information.  But I guess I 

have more of a negative association with it because I tend to more shut down and not 

really know where to turn, so I don’t really turn anywhere.”   

The other student, this one from the urban South, explained her feelings this way: “I do 

find it overwhelming.  I don’t like it.  When I try to find something or research something, I 

never know what is the accurate information, like she said,” referencing the other student.  When 

the moderator asked her to put this sense of being overwhelmed into emotional terms, she 

replied: “It’s frustrating.”  This participant also made one of the only allusions to technology 

addiction.  She said of her husband, half-jokingly and half-seriously: 

“When you lack the social aspect of actually being able to talk to your spouse [glares at 

her husband and then smiles] face-to-face, it’s just ridiculous I think. […] That’s just 

the one aspect of technology that I just really don’t like.” 

Her husband, another student in his twenties who also worked in software testing, was an avid 

gadget user, and he admitted to his “lazy” habit of sometimes texting his wife in the living room 

from his bedroom.  This admission prompted outrage from some of the other young women in 

the group, and one woman’s comical declaration that “I would throw the cell phone at his head, 

that’s what I would do.  Sorry.”  However, except for this particular case, technology addiction 

was barely discussed in the focus groups. 

The above-discussed eleven people – a distinct minority – from among 77 participants 

were the only ones who, in any explicit way, communicated feeling overwhelmed by the volume 

of information available in the new media environment even though we probed this question 

repeatedly in all groups.  Others tended to express nothing less than delight when discussing the 

ways in which they used media to find information, and many more simply seemed neutral on 
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the subject or had mixed feelings that balanced out in the end.  Many participants acknowledged 

the high volume of information, but did not find it problematic.  A banker in his twenties from 

the urban South was unsurprised by the enormous volume of information disseminated in the 

current media environment, and said “I think there’s media everywhere, and you can’t really get 

away from it.”  However, instead of finding this overwhelming, he replied: “No, I think it’s 

good.  I think it exposes people to different ideas and attitudes.”  A counselor in his thirties from 

the urban South said: “There’s so much information, it’s very helpful at times.  You just have to 

decipher what is a good source and what’s not, and I think once you get that down, it’s fine.”  A 

woman in her thirties from the suburban South who worked as an IT department database 

manager, said: “I love it.  You know, I have the Internet on my phone.  I have Internet at the 

house, at work.  We have satellite television.  I love being able to access any information 

whenever I want.” 

This woman was not the only one to gather satisfaction from the mobility of her Internet 

access.  Many participants owned smart phones, and they all seemed to enjoy the control their 

smart phones provided them.  Mobility was clearly an important factor in many people’s 

information-seeking behaviors.  The IT department database manager quoted above, who is also 

in school, mentioned: 

 “It’s good for me, because I don’t have to carry a big laptop around to do […] an 

assignment that was due last night.  I was able to go online and meet with people in my 

class and able to get my homework done while I’m away.”    

Besides the usefulness of constant access to others, respondents reported often using smart 

phones for information seeking.  A payroll manager in her forties from the urban Northeast 

received email news updates on her Blackberry.  An insurance agent in her forties from the 
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urban Midwest checked the Weather Channel for updates on her iPhone.  A self-described 

news junkie in his thirties working in sales in the urban South also reported using his smart 

phone for news: 

“You can pull [the news] up whenever you’re ready, and you can look at it.  So if you 

miss it at the hour block that it comes on, you can always go back, you know, any time, 

and pull it.  So, I mean, for me, I love it.  [pause]  On the go.” 

The ability to choose where and when to get one’s news seemed enticing to most 

participants, and certainly seemed like one of the aspects of the new media environment that 

elicited the most positive responses.  None of the participants who already owned a smart 

phone reported disliking the ability to use the Internet at their leisure. 

However, other aspects of the new media environment elicited more complex reactions.  

An office manager in her thirties from the suburban South whose husband was the 

aforementioned avid news consumer and technology user said that she was “wild about the 

advancement of media.”  Later, she mentioned some concerns about guarding her children 

against the darker side of the Internet and TV.  Others, too, had mixed reactions that were 

generally positive, but not uniformly so.  A man in his sixties who worked in resort property 

management in the rural Northeast said he was “excited at the opportunity, and overwhelmed by 

the magnitude, and guarded in terms of not being over-stimulated.”  A senior software architect 

in his twenties from the suburban West, when presented with an example of the enormous 

amount of current media choice, said: “I had mixed feelings but mostly good.  Not overwhelmed 

at all.”   

Most participants did not feel generally overwhelmed by information and stimuli in the 

way the experts have speculated.  For example, in one instance where we asked the group at 
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large if they felt overwhelmed, many people nodded.  But minutes later, most of the participants 

were enthusiastically discussing media choice.  It seemed that a few specific facets of the new 

media environment irritated the participants, but these targeted frustrations were accompanied by 

enthusiasm and excitement on a more general level.   

TV news sensationalism: “the fluff that’s coming in” 

Although television news has been a staple of the American information diet since at 

least the 1950s (Comstock & Scharrer, 1999), and cable television has been around for several 

decades, the television news environment of the twenty-first century is nonetheless unique.  

Twenty-four-hour news channels like CNN and MSNBC coupled with anytime, anywhere online 

coverage make it possible to follow the news constantly in ways not available in earlier times.  

Perhaps the biggest criticism from respondents concerned the level of sensationalism in which 

especially TV stations engage,  presumably as a strategy to compete commercially 

(HendriksVettehen, Nuijten, & Beentjes, 2007).    

Many focus group participants commented on this by specifically mentioning the cases of 

the Balloon Boy hoax and Michael Jackson’s death as inflamed instances of sensational 

reporting, criticizing news channels for the excessive amounts of time they devoted to these 

topics.  In one group, the following conversation – spurred by a discussion of the twenty-four-

hour news cycle – highlighted the widespread exasperation with these types of stories:  

“Male 1:  Michael Jackson’s death. 

[collective groans and noises of exasperation from the others] 

Male 2:  That was on every channel. 

Moderator:  You guys have got to give me the more recent one that’s come up. 

Male 1 and Female 1 [simultaneously]:  Balloon boy!” 
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Indeed, these particular examples of media sensationalism were ridiculed in nearly every 

focus group, prompting one man in his thirties from the suburban Midwest to declare that 

Balloon Boy was “a shining example of what’s wrong with today’s media.”  The participant in 

her forties working in safety and environmental compliance quoted earlier summed up her 

frustration with news quality versus quantity as follows:  

“I would argue that we’re not necessarily more informed. […] How many people saw 

the boy in the spaceship versus what’s going on in wars and the bigger issues? How 

much time is spent on things that are interesting but not necessarily [pause] relevant?”  

As she spoke, the other participants in the group reacted with agreement.  There was 

knowing laughter when she mentioned Balloon Boy, as if they had all suffered the same 

annoyance from their TV screens, and several people said things like “right” or repeated her 

words as she said them to indicate their agreement. 

Another woman in her thirties from the urban Midwest working in advertising design 

expressed a nearly identical viewpoint, saying:  

“I think that there’s way too much entertainment news compared to real news, world 

news. I think that the kid in the balloon wasn’t really impacting [anything]. How many 

things are we not knowing or hearing about because of fluff that’s coming in?”   

Frustration with the domination of trivialities and sensationalism in the new media 

environment was more widespread than any feeling of being overwhelmed with the amount of 

information itself.  A banking manager in his fifties from the urban South specifically stated that 

he was not overwhelmed by the Internet’s range of choices, but followed up by declaring, 

“[w]hat’s overwhelming is the sensationalism… that’s what overwhelming. If anything that 
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comes out of all of this, it’s how the media sensationalizes everything which affects us on our 

daily day.”   

Media critics have pointed toward the twenty-four hour cycle of cable TV news as a 

reason for the sensationalism—as the number of channels grows, competition increases, and 

channels sensationalize their news to draw in more viewers (Grabe, Zhou, & Barnett, 2001; 

HendriksVettehen, et al., 2007).  This view was reiterated by the focus group participants.  An 

engineer in his fifties from the urban Northeast was wary of getting news on the Internet, but still 

liked that better than TV news, remarking: 

“I think television news is specifically the worst informed because it’s all sensational. 

It’s all about […] getting the article or the news story that either meets their editorial 

needs or is going to be the one that is flashier that they think is going to get you to 

watch that. I think TV news has gone way downhill since this whole thing has 

happened.” 

“This whole thing” was a reference to the new media environment itself.  A microbiologist in her 

twenties from the suburban Northeast referred to the problem of twenty-four hour news in the 

following commentary:  

“But then there’s the point—why do you need twenty-four hours of news?  And, at 

some point, how far is too far to cover a story? When you’ve finished covering a story 

and now you’re just speculating, why are you still on that story?  Can’t you just go to 

another one?  It doesn’t need to be on for twenty-four hours.”   

The same woman felt that the sensationalism present in one channel tended to be contagious: 

“Because it leaks onto other channels.  You can’t get away from it if you wanted to.”  An 

entrepreneur in his forties from the suburban Midwest elicited laughter when he noted:  
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“One of the things that I think we’ve lost with [...] the 24 hour news cycle was the 

notion that it [takes] a day to digest news […] How many times have you tuned into 

headline news and they say ‘we’re showing you pictures and we don’t know what’s 

going on yet’.” 

Online news 

In comparison with TV news, the online news environment seemed to generate almost 

uniformly positive responses.  A physician in his thirties from the urban South thinks we are 

better informed in the Internet age:  

“Nowadays you can jump on the Internet read in German, you know, French or 

whatever else you want. So you’re definitely better informed with an extra sort of 

different point of view from that side. And also I would say faster informed, you know, 

something happens in Southeast Asia you find out about [it] right away.” 

A woman in her forties working in customer service in the suburban South agreed, saying 

“There’s certainly more tools and information out there available for everyone to have easier 

access to.”  Another woman in her thirties working in customer service in the suburban Midwest 

mentioned the Internet’s ability to deliver international news: 

“[I’m] better informed especially on international issues. I mean we have BBC and 

BBC News that sometimes comes on our cable that I’ll watch occasionally, but for the 

most part it’s like an hour and that’s it. You don’t get anything else. On the Internet, if 

you want to know something that’s happening anywhere in the world […] you can 

research that on the Internet and find arguments for and against different things.”   

To this, another woman, in her forties working in customer service responded as follows: 
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It think since the Internet revolution, I think everyone that has access to this and utilizes 

the Internet is better informed. There’s certainly more tools and information out there 

available for everyone to have easier access to. Whereas before the Internet revolution 

you were more closed, the opportunities for that information were [...] nowhere near 

[as] readily available. If you really wanted to make the effort to go and find this 

information, it was a trip to the library, it was a periodical, it was a card catalog, 

microfiche. You know you really had to put in, you had to be committed to put that 

effort in to get finding out all that information. Whereas with the Internet, it’s just a 

matter of wherever your laptop or desktop is set up in your house. It’s just a matter of, 

you know, walking a few feet and typing a few keystrokes. 

A few respondents referenced blogs as a useful way to gather more news about current 

events.  The same woman who talked about international coverage above said she reads the 

Daily Kos for news, and thinks that news reporters online have fewer ulterior motives than 

their politicized TV counterparts: “They are most likely journalists by nature… that write on 

the Internet or communications people that just present the facts.”  This participant 

highlighted another trend of the focus groups—while many people were wary of the 

accuracy of online content, most people thought the Web was less purposefully biased than 

TV news.  A print shop supervisor in his twenties from the suburban Northeast responded to 

the question of where he would go to find out what is going on by saying “I have the 

Internet on here, too, [points to his smartphone] but there’s so much on there, I wouldn’t 

know how to file it down to one thing.”  An engineer in his fifties from the urban Northeast 

said of the Internet, “Well, I think that the Internet is amazing. But there’s nothing to stop 
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anyone from putting anything up.”  An accountant in his thirties from the suburban 

Northeast was similarly wary of online content accuracy, saying:  

“So everyone’s a blogger now and then one blogger is quoting another blogger. He got 

his source from another blogger and it’s just, you don’t know who to believe.” 

An employment agency manager in his thirties from the suburban Northeast noted:  

“The Internet’s wonderful at getting you news very fast. But there’s no one answering 

for it. They’re updating the article and making corrections all the time.  You’re getting 

it quicker but you’re not getting a professional necessarily writing it out.”   

For all the doubts about the accuracy of online news, however, many participants still 

preferred it over TV news.  A cocktail server in her twenties from the urban Midwest was an 

avid reader of political blogs and mentioned how there were different “levels” of bloggers in 

terms of accuracy. She noted: “It’s all about filtering out what’s a little bit more reputable and 

what isn’t. Even with blogging you’re going to have stuff that you trust more than others.”  By 

filtering and varying the Internet news she reads, she gathered a reliable body of knowledge.  

The rationale for participants’ relative enthusiasm about the Internet as a resource for 

news in comparison with traditional media appears to be the issue of personal control.  A 

diversity of sources and a cacophony of video, audio and textual streams online require 

audience members to “pull” what they want rather than simply sit back and allow the media 

professionals to decide what is important and “push” the headlines out to passive audience 

recipients.  Pulling involves occasional errors, takes effort and some evolved skill at 

manipulating the digital environment.  All but a few of our participants, it appears, were 

motivated to invest a bit of effort and get over the skill ‘hump’ to locate and manipulate 

routinely the information they wanted and needed with some success.  It is likely that the 
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nature of our methodology and sampling under represent those who are financially or 

experientially marginalized from the digital domain.   As a result, although we are not 

equipped from this study to estimate the size of the strata still marginalized by limited skills 

or limited technical access to online resources, it remains an important issue for analysis and 

public policy (see, e.g., Hargittai 2010).   

Social media: “I let it wash over me” 

While most of the respondents seemed positive toward or at least accepting of the 

Internet as a good source of information, a much larger portion of participants disliked online 

social network sites like Facebook and Twitter, sometimes vehemently.  Once again, participants 

were not put off by the amount of information on the Web, but rather by the quality of what they 

saw—in this case, the annoying minutia of people reporting details about their personal lives.  

Interestingly, however, these comments often reflected assumptions about how certain services 

work rather than people’s personal experiences with them.   

While several participants reported liking Facebook, few had tolerance for Twitter.  One 

woman in her twenties working in systems support in the rural South said of the latter: “It’s 

awful! It’s awful. It’s like, I don’t care. Like five minutes I’m going to work now, oh I’ve been 

to work now. Oh, I’m getting out of my car now. I’m walking in the office door.  Oh my God!”  

To her, Twitter was a service that allowed self-absorbed people to chronicle the details of their 

lives at the expense of others.  A software architect in his twenties said that online social 

networking seemed “really immature” to him, and another participant agreed with him 

emphatically—“it is!”  A student in his twenties from the urban South shed light on why Twitter 

is irritating: “Yeah, I can’t stand it.  It’s annoying.  It’s basically a Facebook status update, and 
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that’s it.”  Perhaps more than any other topic in the focus groups, social network sites caused the 

most raised voices as participants were bolstered by others’ emotional reactions. 

An executive director of a nonprofit organization in her twenties discussing Twitter 

complained: “It’s just a centralized source for people to annoy you with their minute-by-minute 

activities.”  From examples like “I don’t want to hear them feeding their baby an apple,” to 

“Hey, I just had a hot dog, and it was bad!,” the participants reiterated again and again the idea 

that they were not interested in hearing irrelevant details of people’s lives on social network 

sites.  The idea of these services as an outlet for narcissism was also central to participants’ 

impressions of Facebook and Twitter.  As an employment agency manager from the suburban 

Northeast in his thirties said: “It’s like having an audience, I guess, to some people, and maybe 

you feel you’re so important that you want to share these things, but nobody cares.”  These 

comments suggest that many participants had a limited understanding of Twitter insofar as they 

only saw the service as an outlet for people’s mundane daily actions rather than recognizing its 

potential to spread information through pointers to interesting sites and stories. 

Others did not seem to understand the full potential of Twitter either associating it with 

celebrities illustrated in the following conversation: 

“Male 3:  You got your celebrity stalkers.  They follow these people.  They put the 

minutia there, and everybody’s following what they’re doing. 

Male 4:  I’m gonna go out to eat tonight, at this place. [makes a noise of mock 

celebration] 

[laughter] 

Male 4: [yelling]  Oh, sweet! 

[more laughter] 
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The stream of unwanted information that online social networking facilitates did seem to 

be an aspect of the new media environment that was, in fact, overwhelming.  An entrepreneur 

from the suburban Midwest in his forties said: “Twitter was sort of for me the first example of 

once you get past, you know, following half a dozen people, it’s impossible to keep up with it 

[…] I’ve kind of got to the point where I let it wash over me.” 

At the same time, several participants who use Facebook or Twitter did like the 

opportunities such sites provide, and they often were people who used the sites in more ways 

than simply keeping up with friends.  Some of them mentioned getting news through social 

network sites.  A woman in her fifties liked Twitter as a tool for following missionaries or human 

rights activists instead of celebrities.  A man in sales from the suburban Midwest in his twenties 

used Twitter to follow news sites instead of friends.  A woman in banking in her twenties from 

the suburban Midwest highlighted how Facebook could be used in a multifaceted way by saying: 

“Yeah, I keep in touch with family and friends that way, but you can also link to various news 

sites, political organizations and they’ll keep you up to date on a lot of information as well.”  

One participant noted that “if you’re just sort of browsing Facebook you see what your friends 

are reading or thought was interesting enough to post.”  In a clear echo of the celebrated two-step 

(and multi-step) flow of mediated information the executive director of a nonprofit in her 

twenties said:  

“I have friends who attach newspaper articles to their news feed on Facebook and things 

like that. Things that are going on that they somehow came across that they thought 

were important.”   

Overall, several participants (22 out of 77) seemed to have considerably negative feelings 

about social network sites, while fewer (9 out of 77) expressed strong positive feelings about 
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them.  Most of the participants were neutral or had mixed feelings.  Thus, the general sentiment 

among the respondents was that the Internet is a good source for gathering information about 

what is going on, but there is a distaste for activities on social network sites suggesting that many 

people are annoyed by what they perceive as the minutia of people’s lives fed to them through 

Facebook and Twitter. 

A persisting digital divide in access and skill 

Of the participants who did not like to use the Internet as a news source, some were 

flummoxed by the technology and did not possess the tools or education to use the Internet 

effectively even while appreciating how it was a positive source of news for others.  When asked 

on a short questionnaire to rank their familiarity, on a 1-5 scale, with such terms as “blogs”, 

“RSS” and “tagging”, almost a third (32%) of the participants gave themselves the lowest score 

on all of the items.  In comparison, about a quarter (23%) gave themselves the highest ranking 

for these terms suggesting that while some people have very limited understanding of recent 

Web developments, others feel very much at home with them.   

A bartender in her twenties from the suburban Midwest said: “I went on Twitter and 

signed up for an account, and I didn’t know what to do.  Like, it’s confusing to me, really, 

and it’s weird.”  Predictably, when asked to rank her knowledge of several Internet skills, 

she gave mostly answers of one, the lowest skill ranking out of a possible five.  In her case 

as well, her frustration with Twitter was likely a factor of her self-professed confusion rather 

than a critical dislike of the service itself.  Web-use skill more than age or any other 

noticeable factor seemed most important to whether or not people expressed feelings of 

being overwhelmed.  The bartender was in her twenties while the woman from the rural 

Northeast was in her fifties, but both expressed frustration because of a lack of skill.  There 
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is a stereotype that young Americans are highly skillful online whereas older users know 

little about the Web.  In our group of participants the salience of skill-related issues was not 

related to age in any apparent way. 

Some participants who live in rural parts of the United States confront limited 

Internet access and report feeling left out.  A middle-aged couple from rural Maine was 

disappointed by the lack of Internet access in their area.  The husband said:  

“Unfortunately, we live in rural Maine, and there’s very little high-speed Internet, so 

[…] the crawling Web browser, [..] you have to have an awful lot of patience to wait, so 

actually we don’t do it very much at home.”   

The husband, who mentioned that he works with the Internet often at work, ranked 

his Internet skills high.  The wife, who was retired and spent more time at home without 

broadband Internet access, ranked all of her Internet skills as one—the lowest category, 

representing “no understanding” of things like RSS, tabbed browsing, and blogs. This 

discrepancy in their online skills suggests that lack of convenient broadband access at home 

can pose as a serious barrier to Internet skills and corresponding usage.  

A woman in her fifties who was from the rural Northeast summed up her frustration 

about access by saying:  

“I think the thing is about availability and education of how to access.  I think that that’s 

where I become overwhelmed and that’s why I become overwhelmed, is because I don’t 

want to have to read the directions.  I want somebody to show me.”   

Search engines: “I just trust Google” 

 Search engines were connected in participants’ minds to commercial interests, and 

thus were less trusted, though widely used features of the Internet.  A woman in her forties 
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working in customer service in the suburban South noted: “But those search engines, [..] the 

first things that come up are the people that paid them the most to get them up there at the 

top.”  Similarly, a human resources manager in his forties from the suburban West critiqued: 

“I think if you see the top featured stuff, you know they’re paying for that.”  Another 

concern participants had with search engines was that results were based more on what one 

participant called “popularity” than on relevance or authority.  A bartender in her twenties 

from the suburban Midwest complained, “I wish that if I googled something, it was from a 

professional, not from some Joe Blow on the street.” 

 Still, most participants seemed satisfied with their search results, and trusted their 

preferred search engine to give them the results they were looking for.  A director of a 

nonprofit in her twenties from the urban northeast said: “I trust Google to do a basic search. 

And then it becomes my responsibility from there to say: is this enough? Do I then want to 

go further?”  Although some participants had expressed concern with the motives of search 

engines’ top results, they still felt comfortable overall with using tried-and-true search 

engines like Google.  A sales manager from the urban Northeast in her twenties said “I’d 

rather use Google [than Bing] even though it gives me an overload of information. I just 

trust Google.  I’m more comfortable with Google than trying something else.”  A director of 

learning technologies in her twenties from the urban Northeast was generally happy with her 

search results.  When asked “how are you feeling about the results you get from search 

engines,” she responded: “You can find basically whatever you want when you want it.” 

Fragmentation, polarization, and yellers 

A prominent concern in the new media literature is a worry that increased media choice 

will lead to increased audience polarization and fragmentation, i.e., people will seek out news 
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that agrees with them or pick entertainment over news, because they can customize their media 

intake more easily than before.  One particularly insightful comment from a woman in her 

twenties working in systems support in the rural South reflected the academic concern about 

fragmentation.  She said:  

“I think TV news is terrible, which is why I use the Internet, but I don’t think that 

people are better informed about general issues. [...] Now that there’s Internet you can 

still find out something if you want to find out something, but it comes down to if the 

person cared before there was Internet, they’re going to care the same amount now that 

there is Internet about finding out what they want to know. And making it easier maybe 

they’ll know a few more things, but they’re still going to search Angelina Jolie, Khloe 

Kardashian and you know like Bubble Boy or Balloon Boy.”    

When we asked participants explicitly if they preferred news sources that agreed with 

them, most people said no.  In fact, bias in news coverage was more often than not a source of 

complaint.  A college student in her twenties said she preferred to hear “from all sides,” and a 

nurse in her thirties described how she had switched from formerly watching only Fox news to 

CNN because CNN “talks both sides.”  A wildlife biologist in his forties who had indicated on 

the questionnaire that he is somewhat interested in politics described his strategy for getting all 

sides of an issue: 

“I do watch MSNBC and I do watch Fox on healthcare, just to see both sides, and then I 

try to listen to Rush, but that’s tough, it’s a struggle.  [some laughter]  But I do try to do 

it, just to see his spin on it.  And then I also follow with some local talk shows, you 

know, sometimes they interview congressmen and stuff on the subject, so I’m just 
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trying to gather as I can either from the radio interviews or congressional polls, and two 

different channels.” 

A college student in his twenties who suggested that he was somewhat interested in 

national news said he tries to consume a variety of views, and that he thinks “the various views 

would be positive,” indicating that he is not an example of the kind of one-source or one-view 

citizen critics fear.  A woman in her twenties with a post-graduate degree summed up the general 

dislike of bias by saying,  

“You can’t fully understand even the side you think you would stand on without 

knowing the alternative argument. So in order to be able to fully understand the issue, I 

think you have to know what the argument is.”   

A woman in her fifties, however, did say that she tended toward stations that agree with her, and 

a banker in his twenties also said that he would not watch news that was clearly biased against 

his opinions, though he was open to discussing issues with anyone in person.  Overall, the 

responses of participants clash with the academic notion that people will abandon consulting 

opposing views in favor of news that lines up with their own views.   

Regarding pundits, a number of participants mentioned their distaste for opinionated 

newscasters whom one man called “yellers.”  A man in his forties complained that he almost 

stopped watching cable news because of that type of bias, and a public affairs analyst in her 

fifties said that she wanted to hear all sides of an issue for her job: 

“But when you can’t hear because they’re just yelling or berating you it’s like I don’t 

even want to, I don’t even want to play it so I just turn it off. And then I’ll go back to a 

less invasive medium and try to read these opinions in a newspaper so that I don’t have 

to, you know, suffer that.”   
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Once again, the culture of a medium like cable news or talk radio was the aggravator in this 

scenario, rather than the issue of gathering multiple viewpoints, in which most people expressed 

interest. 

Conclusion 

Findings from our focus group interviews suggest that Americans are getting their news 

from an increasingly diverse set of sources and are actually quite pleased about it.  They 

complain from time to time about too much fluff and sensationalism, but that may not be a recent 

development.  The Internet is seen as a helpful source of information about current events, while 

television news, particularly cable news, attracts more criticism because of sensationalism and 

the constant stream of repetitive stories.  Only a scattered few participants expressed a sense of 

being overwhelmed by the volume of information or the type of media they encountered. 

Communications scholarship has been struggling with a definition of and an analytic 

approach to studying the concept of interactivity (Bucy, 2004; Neuman 2008).  It appears that we 

are witnessing a fundamental shift in the interface between the media environment and the 

individual audience member moving from the characteristic ‘push’ of a fixed broadcast schedule 

and daily news headlines to a ‘pull’ dynamic characterized by an online search.  Between push 

and pull is an intermediate form of interaction characterized by recommendation engines, 

collaborative filtering, short messages on current events and email attachments from the 

mainstream media which could be characterized as the electronic equivalent of the classic two-

step flow.  

Where once Americans might have gossiped over the back fence or sitting around the 

cracker barrel at the general store, online gossip and commentary through social networking sites 

is now all the craze. Twitter and Facebook get mixed reviews with over-sharing by some as a 
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subject of particular scorn and humor. Online social networking is relatively new and as is often 

the case in social diffusion, it may be some time before the norms of appropriate use and skills at 

filtering start to stabilize. Currently those who are technically savvy report setting up their media 

usage in a way that represents their preferences while those less savvy simply tune out 

completely.   

On the issues of fragmentation and polarization, our discussions did not reveal evidence 

of individuals retreating into a partisan silo or ‘daily me’ of one-sided information. On the 

contrary, reinforcing recent survey and experimental research (Garrett, 2009), our participants 

indicated an interest in understanding more about how ‘the other side’ felt and the logic of their 

arguments. 

Our reliance on the focus group technique means that we were not able to observe new 

media behavior in naturalistic settings and did not have the benefit of extended one-on-one 

interviews that might have revealed more subtle shades of frustration, anxiety or reluctance in 

confronting the new media deluge.  We relied instead on what people said in spontaneous 

conversation in a public setting which has been shown to result in surprising candor and frequent 

and well-articulated differences of opinion.  In this case, we find primarily agreement.  All but a 

few of our participants expressed enthusiasm about the new media environment and those in 

rural areas with limited broadband access were looking forward to getting hooked up and getting 

more reliable cell phone service.  When frustration is mentioned, it typically takes two forms 1) 

individuals have not yet perfected skills at mastering the searching and filtering that enables 

them to find what they want; and 2) they find much content to be sensationalistic and lacking in 

seriousness.  This may be a manifestation not at all new in media behavior represented by the oft 
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told story – I watched three hours of gossip and fluff on TV last night.  It was awful.  I plan to 

watch another three hours tonight. 
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Figure 1. Map of respondents’ home towns (light indicates female, dark indicates male 

respondent) (Credit: Google Maps) 
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Table 1. Demographic make-up of study participants 

Participant Demographics Number of 
Participants 

Percentage 

Gender   
          Male 43 56 
          Female 34 44 
Age   
          20s 28 36 
          30s 23 30 
          40s 12 16 
          50s 12 16 
          60s+ 2 3 
Ethnicity   
          White 67 87 
          African American 6 8 
          Asian/Asian American 2 3 
          Hispanic 2 3 
Education   
          High school 7 9 
          Some college 21 27 
          College 36 47 
          Post-graduate degree 13 17 
Hometown Region   
          Northeast 23 30 
          Midwest 18 23 
          South 23 30 
          West 12 16 
Hometown Type   
           Urban 30 39 
           Suburban  37 48 
           Rural 9 12 
Internet Access   
           At home 74 96 
           At work 65 84 
           Friend/Family’s house 48 62 
           On-the-go 42 55 

 

 




